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1 Introduction
Using perturbative string theory to study physics in the presence of curved background
elds is a highly non-trivial task. When coupled to generic curved background elds,
the string worldsheet action becomes a complicated interacting 2d CFT which can only
be studied perturbatively (e.g., [1, 2]). Quantum consistency of the worldsheet theory
imposes an innite tower of higher-derivative constraints on the background elds, which
at lowest order are the two-derivative equations of motion of eld theory [3{6]. It is
therefore exceptionally dicult to tell if a given background eld conguration satises the
full string equations of motion, or to compute interesting target space quantities, such as
scattering amplitudes, in the resulting worldsheet CFT.
Over the years, some notable exceptions to the rst of these diculties have been
found. Vacuum plane wave metrics were argued to be admissible NS-NS backgrounds for
string theory due to the vanishing of their higher curvature invariants [7, 8]. Supergravity
solutions based on AdS (times a compact space) [9, 10] or pp-waves [11, 12] supported
by Ramond-Ramond ux were argued to be admissible backgrounds for type II string
theory on the basis of uniqueness and symmetry constraints for the integrable sigma models
with these target spaces [13{19]. These examples play a central role in the concept of
holography [20{22] and its plane wave limit [23]. The class of supersymmetric sigma models
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with curved target spaces can be expanded to include various integrable deformations
(cf., [24]), although it is not entirely clear if these deformations dene consistent string
theories [25, 26].
Yet even with consistent string theories on curved backgrounds, writing explicit vertex
operators or calculating worldsheet correlation functions has proved virtually impossible.1
This is because the worldsheet model | even if it is integrable | remains an interacting
CFT (as is the case for supersymmetric AdS backgrounds or vacuum plane waves), or
because the worldsheet model is known only in Green-Schwarz form (as for the solvable pp-
wave sigma models). Although some progress towards writing vertex operators on certain
backgrounds has been made (cf., [30{33]), there is still no intrinsically stringy computation
of the 3-point function in a curved background.2 This seems particularly remarkable given
how much attention is paid to such backgrounds in the context of holography, where bulk
observables are usually computed from eld theory Witten diagrams rather than the string
worldsheet.
Our goal is to provide the rst worldsheet calculation of vertex operators and 3-point
functions on curved backgrounds using alternatives to standard string theory. Recently, it
has been shown that certain chiral, constrained worldsheet theories | known as ambitwistor
strings | can be used to study perturbative eld theory directly [41]. In at space, the
genus zero worldsheet correlation functions of ambitwistor strings reproduce the full tree-
level S-matrix for a wide array of eld theories [42{44] in the scattering equations form
of Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) [45, 46]. These models lead to new representations of the
S-matrix at higher loops in terms of worldsheet correlation functions at higher genus [47{
49] or on the nodal Riemann sphere [50{52]. Ambitwistor strings can be viewed as an
alternative quantization of the null string [53, 54], and have been studied in various dierent
ways. This includes specializations to 4-dimensions [55, 56], applications to asymptotic
symmetries and soft theorems [57{60], pure spinor generalizations [61{63], ambitwistor
string eld theory [64, 65], and even the study of space-time conformal invariance [66].
In the context of curved background elds, one particular feature of ambitwistor strings
stands out: they remain free worldsheet CFTs even when coupled to generic background
elds! This was proven in detail for the type II ambitwistor string (which describes type
II supergravity on space-time), and quantum consistency was shown to follow from the
supergravity eld equations alone [67]. In other words, ambitwistor strings provide a
description of non-linear eld theory in terms of a free 2d CFT.
This suggests that ambitwistor string theories can be used to study perturbative QFT
on curved backgrounds. There are promising signs that this could be true: in the special
case of four-dimensions, twistor string formulae for gravitational scattering amplitudes have
a natural generalization to gauged supergravity on AdS4 [68]. These formulae pass several
consistency checks which indicate that they encode tree-level physical observables in AdS4
1A notable special case where progress has been made is for AdS3, where the worldsheet theory is a
SL(2;R) WZW model [27{29].
2It should be noted that worldsheet methods have been used to compute correlators in certain limits [34{
36] or with special congurations of external states [37, 38] in AdS backgrounds. Cubic string eld theory
has been used to study interactions on pp-wave backgrounds [39, 40].
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(at least up to boundary terms), but so far a direct link to standard expressions in general
space-time dimension is missing.
In this paper, we quantize ambitwistor strings on plane wave backgrounds, showing
that they encode the correct spectra of perturbations in terms of explicit vertex operators
as well as the correct space-time interactions by computing 3-point functions. Our focus
is on the type II and heterotic ambitwistor strings, which describe gravitational and gauge
theoretic degrees of freedom on space-time, respectively. We study two simple examples
of curved backgrounds in a RNS worldsheet formalism for the ambitwistor string: vacuum
plane wave metrics (type II model) and plane wave abelian gauge elds (heterotic model).
In both cases, the BRST cohomology is shown to correctly encode linearized perturbations
around the non-linear background elds, and explicit vertex operators for gravitons or glu-
ons are derived. These vertex operators are then used to compute the 3-point worldsheet
correlation functions, which match with the known eld theory results in each case [69]. In-
deed the computations of [69] were rst executed in order to provide a standard space-time
computation against which to check the formulae of this paper. This conrms the utility of
ambitwistor strings in the study of perturbative eld theory on curved backgrounds: such
calculations are impossible in ordinary string theory, even in the 0 ! 0 limit.
After a brief review of the type II and heterotic ambitwistor strings in at space, we
discuss how these models can be dened on curved background elds in section 2. Our focus
is on background metric elds for the type II model and abelian background gauge elds
for the heterotic model. In each case, quantum consistency of the model is equivalent to the
usual eld equations for the background. Section 3 considers the type II model on a vacuum
plane wave metric background, and section 4 considers the heterotic model on a plane
wave gauge eld background. In both cases, the worldsheet theory is anomaly-free because
the backgrounds solve the (vacuum) equations of motion. We construct vertex operators
corresponding to gravitons and gluons, respectively, and compute their 3-point functions.
These are seen to reproduce the known formulae for graviton and gluon scattering on
gravitational and gauge eld plane wave backgrounds.
2 Worldsheet models
Ambitwistor string theories are worldsheet models whose spectra contain only massless
degrees of freedom. Our focus will be on those models whose spectra include ordinary,
massless supergravity and gauge theory; these are known as the type II and heterotic
ambitwistor strings, respectively. After a brief review of these models on at backgrounds,
we describe how they can be coupled to curved background gravitational and gauge elds.
2.1 Ambitwistor strings in at space
For at backgrounds, ambitwistor strings are given by constrained chiral CFTs in two
dimensions, governing holomorphic maps from a Riemann surface  to ambitwistor space,
the space of complex null geodesics in d-dimensional Minkowski space [70]. There is a small
zoo of these ambitwistor strings [42{44], but we will be interested in two particular models:
the type II and heterotic ambitwistor strings, which were introduced in [41].
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The type II ambitwistor string is described by the worldsheet action (in conformal
gauge):
S =
1
2
Z

P @X
 + ~  @ 
   e
2
PP + ~ 
P + 
 ~ P ; (2.1)
with the worldsheet matter elds fP; X; ~ ;  g having holomorphic conformal weight
f1; 0; 12 ; 12g, respectively.3 The PX-system has bosonic statistics, while the ~  -system is
fermionic. In other words,
P 2 
0(;K) ; X 2 
0() ; ~ ;   2 
0(;K1=2 ) : (2.2)
The gauge elds e, ~,  act as Lagrange multipliers, enforcing the constraints P 2 = 0,
  P = 0 = ~  P , and carry non-trivial conformal weights:
e 2 
0;1(; T) ; ~;  2 
0;1(; T 1=2 ) : (2.3)
The constraints imposed by these Lagrange multipliers are conjugate to the gauge trans-
formations
X = P     ~    ~   ; P = 0 ;
  =  P ;  ~  = ~ P ;
e = @+ 2( ~+ ~) ;  = @ ;  ~ = @~ ;
where  is a bosonic gauge parameter of holomorphic conformal weight  1 and ; ~ are
fermionic gauge parameters of holomorphic conformal weight  12 . These gauge symmetries
eectively reduce the target space to (super) ambitwistor space.
The gauge freedoms can be used to set e =  = ~ = 0 via the standard Fadeev-Popov
procedure. The resulting gauge-xed action is manifestly free:
S =
1
2
Z

P @X
 + ~  @ 
 + b @c+ ~b @~c+  @ + ~ @~ : (2.4)
The c-ghost, a fermionic eld of conformal weight ( 1; 0), is associated with holomorphic
reparametrization invariance on the worldsheet, and ~c (with the same quantum numbers as
c) is associated with the gauge transformations generated by the P 2 = 0 constraint. The
bosonic ghosts ; ~ are both left-moving, with conformal weight ( 12 ; 0), and are associated
with the gauge transformations generated by the constraints   P = 0 = ~  P .
The BRST-charge resulting from this gauge xing procedure is
Q =
I
c T + bc @c+
~c
2
PP + ~  
P +  
 ~ P   2~~b ; (2.5)
where T is the holomorphic stress tensor. Using the free OPEs associated with (2.4)
X(z)P(w)  


z   w ;  
(z) ~ (w)  


z   w ; (2.6)
3This form of the type II ambitwistor string, given in [67], combines the two real worldsheet Majorana
fermion systems of the original formulation [41] into a single complex fermion system.
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and likewise for the ghost elds, it is straightforward to calculate any possible anomalies.
Indeed, one nds
Q2 = (d  10) c @
3c
4
; (2.7)
so the only anomaly is the central charge, which is eliminated in the critical target dimen-
sion d = 10. As long as the worldsheet is genus zero,  = CP1, this conformal anomaly
will not aect the computation of worldsheet correlation functions. So from the point of
view of scattering amplitudes, the type II ambitwistor string is well-dened on Minkowski
space of any dimension at genus zero.
Using the BRST operator (2.5), one can investigate the spectrum of the model, which
is in one-to-one correspondence with that of type II supergravity [41, 47]. For instance, it
is easy to see that in the NS-NS sector, xed vertex operators of the form
c ~c () (~) ~ ~   
 ei kX ; (2.8)
are Q-closed provided k2 = k   = k  ~ = 0. The symmetric, antisymmetric and trace parts
of ~ encode the massless gravitons, B-elds and dilaton of type II supergravity. A key
feature of the ambitwistor string is that the n-point sphere correlation functions of these
vertex operators, along with their picture number zero descendants, are equal to the CHY
formulae for the tree-level scattering amplitudes of supergravity.
So to summarize: the type II ambitwistor string on a Minkowski background has
the spectrum of massless type II supergravity, is well-dened up to a conformal anomaly
(which is irrelevant at genus zero), and produces the tree-level S-matrix of supergravity
perturbatively around Minkowski space in terms of worldsheet correlation functions.
The heterotic ambitwistor string, as its name suggests, is obtained by replacing the
complex fermion system of the type II model with a single real fermion system while
simultaneously adding a holomorphic worldsheet current algebra. In Minkowski space, the
worldsheet action in conformal gauge is given by
S =
1
2
Z

P @X
 + 	 @	
   e
2
 PP + 	  P + LC ; (2.9)
where 	 are fermionic with holomorphic conformal weight 12 , and LC is the Lagrangian
for a holomorphic worldsheet current algebra. As before, holomorphic reparametrization
invariance and the gauge freedoms associated with the constraints P 2 = 0 and 	  P = 0
can be used to set e =  = 0. This results in a gauge xed action
S =
1
2
Z

P @X
 + 	 @	
 + b @c+ ~b @~c+  @ + LC; (2.10)
and BRST charge
Q =
I
c T + bc @c+
~c
2
PP + 	
P  
~b
2
  ; (2.11)
where the ghost systems have the same statistics and quantum numbers as before.
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The only obstruction to Q2 = 0 for the heterotic model is again given by the central
charge, which is 52d   41 + c, with c the central charge of the worldsheet current algebra.
So for any xed d  16, this anomaly can be eliminated by choosing the worldsheet
current algebra appropriately. However, at genus zero the conformal anomaly is practically
irrelevant.
In the gauge theory sector, the spectrum of the heterotic model agrees with that of
N = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory. Take the xed NS sector vertex operators
c ~c ()  	 ja Ta ei kX ; (2.12)
with ja the worldsheet current for some Lie algebra g and Ta the generators, where the sans-
serif Roman indices a; : : : = 1; : : : ; dim g. These vertex operators are Q-closed provided
k2 = k   = 0, and therefore represent gluons. Correlation functions of such vertex
operators (and their descendants) at genus zero lead to the CHY expressions for the tree-
level scattering amplitudes of Yang-Mills theory in d-dimensional Minkowski space.
The gravitational sector of the heterotic ambitwistor string corresponds to a certain
non-unitary R2 supergravity [44]. Since our considerations will be entirely at genus zero,
we can consistently project out these modes, focusing only on the gauge theory sector
corresponding to Yang-Mills theory from now on.
2.2 Type II model on a curved background metric
In [67] it was shown how to couple the type II ambitwistor string to curved background
elds from the NS-NS supergravity sector (metric, B-eld and dilaton). Here, we review
this construction with only the background metric turned on, as the B-eld and dilaton
will not be relevant for our later calculations.
Let g be the space-time metric. The curved space analogue of the gauge-xed world-
sheet action (2.4) is
S =
1
2
Z

P @X
 + ~  @ 
 + ~   
  
@X + b @c+ ~b @~c+  @ + ~ @~ ; (2.13)
where   are the Christoel symbols for the Levi-Civita connection of g . At rst, this
may not seem very promising: the connection term (required to ensure space-time covari-
ance of the worldsheet action) couples the fermions to X non-polynomially. However, it
was observed in [67] that the eld redenition
P !  := P + ~      ; (2.14)
leaves a free worldsheet action; the price for this simplication is that the new eld 
does not transform covariantly under space-time dieomorphisms. This is a small price to
pay for a manifestly solvable 2d CFT on any curved target space-time, though.
After taking into account certain subtleties associated with worldsheet reparametriza-
tion invariance (see [67] for details), the worldsheet action for the type II model on a curved
target space metric is:
S =
1
2
Z

 @X
 + ~  @ 
 + b @c+ ~b @~c+  @ + ~ @~ +
R
4
log (
p
g) ; (2.15)
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where R is the scalar curvature of the worldsheet and g is the (absolute value of the)
determinant of the metric. Locally, R can always be taken to vanish, so the nal term in
the action does not aect the worldsheet OPEs of the model, which are the same as in at
space with  playing the role of P.
Associated with this gauge-xed action is a curved version of the BRST charge (2.5),
taking the form:
Q =
I
c T + bc @c+
~c
2
H+ ~ G +  ~G   2~~b ; (2.16)
where the currents G, ~G and H generalize  P , ~ P and P 2 to curved space, respectively.
They are given by
G =    + @(  ) ; (2.17)
~G = g ~ 

     ~  

  g @( ~  ) ; (2.18)
and
H = g

     ~  

     ~  

  1
2
R ~  ~  
 
  g@     12@2(g)@@ log(pg)  ~ @  g@ 
  1
4
@(g) @(@@ log(
p
g))  @

@g
2
 
  

   @ 

+ g @( 

)

:
(2.19)
Though they don't look covariant, it was shown in [67] that these currents do indeed
transform correctly under dieomorphisms in the full quantum worldsheet theory.
Using the BRST charge and free OPEs of the worldsheet action, the anomalies of the
type II model on a curved background can be computed exactly. As in at space, there
is a conformal anomaly; remarkably, this anomaly is unaected by the curved space-time
metric. In particular, it vanishes in d = 10 space-time dimensions and can be ignored
at genus zero for the purposes of calculating scattering amplitudes. However, there are
also new anomalies which emerge only when the space-time metric is non-trivial. These
anomalies are related to the current algebra between G, ~G and H; they vanish if and only
if the OPEs between the currents obey
G(z)G(w)  0  ~G(z) ~G(w) ; G(z) ~G(w)  H
z   w : (2.20)
Remarkably, this happens precisely when the space-time metric obeys the vacuum Einstein
equations: R = 0.
Hence, the type II model coupled to a curved space-time metric is anomaly free (ignor-
ing the conformal anomaly) if and only if this metric solves the vacuum Einstein equations.
This is analogous to the statement that ordinary string theory is anomaly free at lowest or-
der in 0 if and only if the Einstein equations hold [3{5]. But unlike ordinary string theory
on a curved background, where the worldsheet action is a complicated interacting 2d CFT
necessitating perturbation theory to determine anomalies, the ambitwistor string remains
solvable, the anomaly is obtained exactly, and no perturbative expansion is required.
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2.3 Heterotic model on a gauge eld background
Let A be a background gauge eld on space-time, taking values in the adjoint of some
Lie algebra g. For simplicity, we assume that A is in the Cartan of the gauge group, so
that it may be treated as an abelian gauge eld.4 The idea is now to couple the heterotic
ambitwistor string to this abelian background gauge eld.
This coupling occurs through the worldsheet current algebra, which we assume to have
level zero. For example, consider a realization of the worldsheet current algebra for SO(N)
in terms of N real fermions
SC =
1
2
Z

A @A ; (2.21)
where A runs over the fundamental representation of so(N). The sum over repeated indices
is achieved implicitly with the Killing form, AB. The conformal weight (1; 0) worldsheet
current, which takes values in the adjoint of the gauge group is ja = (Ta)AB
AB. Coupling
to the background gauge eld is then given by:
SC ! 1
2
Z

A @A + Aa j
a @X ; (2.22)
with summation over all Lie algebra and space-time indices assumed.
It is clear that the coupling to the background eld can be absorbed into a eld
redenition of P, as in the type II model. In the case of (2.22), this eld redenition is
P !  := P + Aa ja : (2.23)
As in the type II model, the new eld  does not behave covariantly under gauge trans-
formations, but the resulting gauge-xed worldsheet action is free:
S =
1
2
Z

 @X
 + 	 @	
 + b @c+ ~b @~c+  @ + LC ; (2.24)
with LC the same worldsheet current algebra as in the at background. To this worldsheet
action we associate a BRST charge
Q =
I
c T + bc @c+
~c
2
H +  G 
~b
2
  ; (2.25)
where G and H are the analogues of the currents 	  P and P 2 in the presence of the
background gauge eld. They are given by
G = 	
 
   Aa ja

; (2.26)
and
H = 
 
   Aa ja

(   Aa ja) + 	 	 Fa ja   @
 
@Aaj
a

; (2.27)
with F = @A   @A the eld strength of the abelian background gauge eld.
4The case of a general background gauge eld is more complicated; we hope to address this general case
in future work.
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Using the free worldsheet OPEs of (2.24) and the level zero current algebra identity
ja(z) jb(w)  f
abc jc
z   w ; (2.28)
where fabc are the structure constants of the gauge group, the anomalies of the model can be
computed explicitly. As in the type II model, there are two kinds of anomaly: a conformal
anomaly which is the same as in the at background, and a current algebra anomaly
associated with G and H. The former will not aect genus zero scattering amplitudes (as
in at space), but the latter must be eliminated. It is easy to see that Q2 = 0 up to the
conformal anomaly if and only if the curved background currents obey:
G(z)G(w)  H
z   w ; G(z)H(w)  0 : (2.29)
The rst identity is trivially obeyed, and a direct calculation shows that
G(z)H(w)   3 	
 @Fa j
a
(z   w)2  
@(	@Fa j
a)
z   w  
			 @F
a
 j
a
z   w : (2.30)
So the anomaly vanishes if and only if the background gauge eld obeys the Bianchi identity
and Maxwell equations:
@[F
a
] = 0 ; @
Fa = 0 : (2.31)
Once more, we note that these eld equations emerge from an exact anomaly calculation in
a free 2d CFT, unlike the analogous calculations in the heterotic [4] or type I [6] superstring.
3 Type II model on a gravitational plane wave
We now turn to a class of backgrounds which are among the simplest non-trivial solu-
tions to the vacuum Einstein equations. When discussing gravitational waves, one often
thinks about linear perturbations of a xed background space-time as rst described by
Einstein [71]. However, there also are exact, non-linear plane wave solutions to the Einstein
equations. These have been known for over ninety years and studied in great detail, see
e.g. [72{76]. Due to the vanishing of their higher-curvature invariants, it has long been
known that certain plane wave metrics solve the vanishing beta-functional conditions for
string theory to all orders in 0 [7, 8]. Yet it has proven dicult to derive vertex operators
for string theory on a plane wave background or indeed compute scattering amplitudes in
such space-times.5
In this section, we study the type II ambitwistor string on vacuum plane wave space-
times. Unlike ordinary string theory, the worldsheet OPEs remain free and computing
vertex operators and worldsheet correlation functions is tractable. After a brief review of
gravitational plane waves and their scattering theory, we construct the vertex operators
(in xed and descended pictures) corresponding to gravitons on this background using the
BRST cohomology of the worldsheet theory. We go on to show that the 3-point corre-
lation functions on the Riemann sphere reproduce the known result for 3-point graviton
amplitudes on a plane wave space-time.
5A notable exception is [30], where candidate tachyon and graviton vertex operators are constructed in
the bosonic string on a plane wave.
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3.1 Plane wave metrics & scattering
Two coordinate systems are most commonly used to describe gravitational plane wave
metrics: Einstein-Rosen coordinates [77] or Brinkmann coordinates [78]. The line element
in Einstein-Rosen coordinates is
ds2 = 2 dU dV   ij(U)dyidyj ;
with the Roman indices 1  i; j  d 2. We dene ij to be the inverse of the (d 2)(d 2)
block ij . Although these coordinates manifest d 1 of the 2d 3 Killing vectors possessed
by plane wave metrics, they develop singularities [79, 80] and the vacuum equations are
given by a second-order ODE on ij :
ij +
1
2
_ik
kl _lj

ij = 0 ; (3.1)
where a dot denotes @U .
In the Brinkmann coordinate system, there is only a single non-trivial component in
the plane wave metric:
ds2 = 2 du dv  H(u;x) du2   ab dxa dxb ; (3.2)
where 1  a; b  d   2 are at indices and the non-trivial metric function H is quadratic
in xa:
H(u;x) = Hab(u)x
a xb : (3.3)
This coordinate system has the advantages of being global and encoding the curvature
directly through H. Indeed, the only non-trivial Riemann tensor components are
Raubu =  Hab (u) ; (3.4)
and the only non-zero Christoel symbols are
 auu =  Hab(u)xb ;  vua =  Hab(u)xb ;  vuu =  
_H(u;x)
2
: (3.5)
The transformation from Einstein-Rosen to Brinkmann coordinates is given by
U = u ;
V = v +
1
2
_EiaEb i x
axb ;
yi = Eia x
a ;
(3.6)
where the vielbein Eai is dened by ij = E
a
i E
b
jab and satises
Ea i = HabE
b
i ; _E
a
[iEjaj j] = 0 : (3.7)
The combination
ab = _E
i
aEb i ; (3.8)
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Figure 1. A two dimensional Penrose diagram of a sandwich plane wave, ignoring the spatial
directions. While the far past and future are at, the grey region dened by u1  u  u2 has
non-vanishing curvature.
encodes the expansion and shear of the @U null geodesic congruence in its trace and trace-
free parts, respectively, and often appears in the study of perturbative gravity on a back-
ground plane wave.
In the following, we mainly work in Brinkmann coordinates; however, the availability
of Einstein-Rosen coordinates will be key when solving the linearised Einstein equations
on this background.
One may now ask: is there a sensible notion of S-matrix for massless particles propa-
gating on a plane wave space-time? On a general curved background, it is not at all clear
how to set up scattering problems in a meaningful way. Recall that the usual S-matrix is
dened via in- and out-states on a at (or at least asymptotically at) background. Fur-
thermore, it is not guaranteed that time evolution will be unitary. In addition, there might
be particle creation in the space-time, as in the case of Hawking radiation from black holes.
The rst issue is solved easily in the case of a plane wave space-time by considering
a so-called sandwich plane wave [81], where Hab(u) has compact support in u1  u  u2,
see gure 1. These sandwich plane waves have at in- and out-regions for u < u1 and
u > u2, respectively, so in- and out-states can still be dened. The problem of unitary
time evolution is more involved. Penrose proved that plane wave space-times never admit
a Cauchy surface [79] and hence are not globally hyperbolic. Usually the natural inner
product between states of free theories is dened by integration over a Cauchy surface.
Here the situation is rescued by dening the inner product by integration over a surface of
constant u. This can then be used to show that time evolution is actually unitary and also
that there is no particle creation. These properties for scalar free elds on sandwich plane
waves have been known for some time [82, 83], and were recently generalised to the cases
of spin one and two [69].
Another potential issue when computing scattering amplitudes is that momentum
eigenstates from the in-region will not evolve to momentum eigenstates in the out-region.
This is essentially a consequence of the memory eect: an in state, or momentum eigenstate
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in the in-region, has a planar wavefront in the in-region, but in the out region its wavefront
could be a plane, sphere, cylinder, cone, torus or certain types of Dupin cyclides [84, 85].
This means that scattering mixtures of in- and out-states substantially complicates the
integrals arising in amplitude calculations, even at 3-points [69]. This subtlety can be
avoided by considering the scattering of only a single type of state (i.e., all in- or all
out-states), for which many integrals simplify. Since the `tree-level integrands' of the
amplitudes are independent of the state conguration and carry all of the information
required to obtain the actual amplitudes, we will consider only the scattering of one type
of state in the following.
3.2 Worldsheet model and vertex operators
As solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations (Haa (u) = 0 in Brinkmann coordinates),
vacuum plane wave metrics are admissible backgrounds for the type II ambitwistor string
in the sense that Q2 = 0, up to a conformal anomaly which can be killed by setting d = 10,
or ignored for our purposes at genus zero. However, a remarkable simplication occurs
in the functional form of the BRST charge for any plane wave background in Brinkmann
coordinates: all quantum corrections to the currents G, ~G and H vanish! Indeed, a direct
calculation from (2.17){(2.19) using the Christoel symbols (3.5) leads to:
G =    ;
~G = g ~   + 2Hab xb ~ v ~ a  u ;
(3.9)
H = g   + v

2Hab x
b ~ a 
u + 2Hab x
b ~ v 
a + _H ~ v 
u

  2aHab xb ~ v u + 2Hab ~ a ~ v  b u :
(3.10)
In particular, all terms proportional to worldsheet derivatives in G, ~G and H vanish in
Brinkmann coordinates for the plane wave background.
With a concrete expression for the BRST charge and free worldsheet OPEs, we are
now in a position to determine vertex operators lying in the BRST cohomology of the
model. For simplicity, we focus on graviton-type vertex operators in the NS-NS sector; the
generalization to other states is straightforward. Consider an ansatz for a vertex operator
in the xed picture:
V = c ~c () (~) ~   
h ; (3.11)
where h = h is a function of the space-time coordinates X
 only, and has vanishing
worldsheet conformal weight: h will be a metric perturbation (i.e., a graviton) on the
plane wave background. We will nd that it is consistent to further impose the gauge
conditions that the v-components and trace of h should vanish hv = 0 = h

.
Since V has balanced conformal weight, the stress tensor part of the BRST charge
acting on this vertex operator vanishes. The only non-trivial conditions for BRST-closure
of V arise from the currents G, ~G and H. It is easy to see that QV = 0 if and only if
the OPEs
G(z) ~  h(w) ; ~G(z) ~  h(w) ; H(z) ~  h(w) ; (3.12)
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have only simple pole singularities. A straightforward calculation using the free worldsheet
OPEs reveals that:
G(z) ~  h(w)   
@h

 
(z   w)2 +
1
z   w (   ) ;
~G(z) ~  h(w) 
g
(z   w)2@h


~  +
1
z   w (   ) :
(3.13)
Thus, the condition to remove the double poles in these OPEs is @h

 = 0. Although
this may, at rst, appear to be a non-covariant condition, it is in fact equivalent to the
de Donder gauge condition rh = 0 in Brinkmann coordinates (taking into account the
gauge conditions already imposed on h). Hence, as expected from the example of at
space, the fermionic constraints G, ~G x a gauge for the metric perturbation.
We expect that the OPE with H will impose equations of motion on h. Computing
this OPE, one nds:
H(z) ~  h(w) 
1
(z   w)2

g@@h


~  
 + 2Hab x
b @vh

a
~  
u
+ 2Hab x
b @vha ~ v 
   2Hab hab ~ v u

+
1
z   w (   ) : (3.14)
This imposes the condition
g@@h + 4 
u
(@jvjh)aH
a
b x
b   2 u u Hab hab = 0 ; (3.15)
on h, which is in fact the linearised Einstein equation on the plane wave background.
To summarize, the condition QV = 0 for a xed vertex operator V of the form (3.11)
imposes that h(X) is a solution to the linearised Einstein equations in the de Donder
gauge which is also trace-free with vanishing v-components hv = 0. These are precisely
the desired conditions for a vertex operator representing a target space graviton.
A concrete realization of h, analogous to the momentum eigenstate used in at
space (2.8) can be constructed by a spin-raising procedure [69, 86] applied to solutions of
the scalar wave equation on a plane wave background, rst constructed in [85]. Key to this
construction are solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the form:
k = k0 v +
k0
2
ab x
axb + kiE
i
a x
a   ki kj
2 k0
F ij ; (3.16)
where (k0; ki) are d   1 constants (which parametrize the nontrivial components of a null
momentum), Eia is the vielbein appearing in the relationship between Brinkmann and
Einstein-Rosen coordinates (3.6), ab = _E
i
aEb i and
F ij(u) :=
Z u
ds ij(s) =
Z u
dsEa (i(s)Ej)a (s) : (3.17)
The choice of vielbein is not unique: given any Eai for a particular plane wave metric, any
other vielbein of the form
Ea newi = E
a
j

F jk bki + c
j
i

; (3.18)
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for b, c constant matrices, also represents the same metric. For a sandwich plane wave,
two particular choices of boundary condition are relevant:
lim
u!1E
a
i = 
a
i : (3.19)
These correspond to whether k looks like k X in the in- or out-regions of the sandwich
plane wave; since we will always considering amplitudes in which all external states have
the same boundary conditions, we assume that Eai = E
a 
i without loss of generality from
now on.
Equipped with the function k, the graviton h is given by [69]:
h dX
 dX =

("  dX)2   i
k0
ab ab du
2


 eik : (3.20)
Here, " is a (non-constant) d-dimensional polarization vector
"  dX = adxa + a

kj
k0
Eja + ab x
b

du (3.21)
with a a constant (d  2)-dimensional null vector. The function 
(u) is dened by

(u) := j 1(u)j1=4 = jE(u)j  12 : (3.22)
It is straightforward to verify that this h is traceless, satises hv = 0, obeys the de Don-
der gauge conditions, and solves the linearised Einstein equations (3.15). In demonstrating
this, it is useful to dene a momentum associated with the graviton:
K dX
 := dk
= k0 dv +

k0
2
_bc x
bxc + ki _E
i
bx
b +
kikj
2k0
ij

du+ (kiE
i
a + k0 abx
b)dxa : (3.23)
This is null with respect to the plane wave metric (K2 = gKK = 0), and is also
compatible with the polarization vector (3.21) in the sense that g"K = 0.
Having constructed xed graviton vertex operators for the type II model on a plane
wave background, one can now ask for vertex operators in other pictures. For the calcu-
lation of worldsheet correlation functions, it is particularly important to have the vertex
operators of zero picture number (i.e., without any () or (~) insertions), usually obtained
via the fermionic descent procedure from xed vertex operators (cf., [87]). This procedure
entails successively extracting the simple poles between the xed vertex operator and the
currents G, ~G, and results in the picture number zero vertex operator, dened up to gauge
transformations.
In at space, the pure gauge contributions are proportional to k P (i.e., the scattering
equations), but on a curved background they can be much more subtle. To isolate the
gauge-invariant portion of the descended vertex operator, we can exploit the fact that
fG; ~Gg = H quantum mechanically. First compute the descended operator by isolating
the simple poles of ~G(GV ), and then again by isolating the simple poles of G( ~GV ). Since
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fG; ~Gg = H, it follows that the sum of the two resulting operators must be pure gauge,
while the dierence will be the gauge-invariant contribution to the descended operator.
To do this, rst compute
G(z) ~  h(w) 
1
z   w

  
 h   ~    @h

+    ; (3.24)
~G(z) ~  h(w) 
1
z   w

 g  ~  h   g ~  ~   @h
 2Hab xb ~ v ~ c u hca

+    ; (3.25)
where the +    indicate higher-order poles. Then take the simple pole of ~G with (3.24) and
of G with (3.25), and compute the dierence. Thanks to the current algebra fG; ~Gg = H
(which holds at the quantum level since the plane wave metric solves the vacuum equations
of motion), the result is gauge invariant and BRST-closed.
A straightforward, if somewhat tedious, calculation then reveals the form of the picture
number zero vertex operator:
c ~cU = c ~c
"
  h
   ~   @h +  ~   @h + ~  ~    @@h
+Hab x
b v ~ v 
 ha +H
a
b x
b v ~ c 
u hca  Hab xb v ~ v u hva   2Hab xb c ~ v c hca
+Hab
~ v 
u

xb ~ c 
d @ah
c
d   ~ c b hca   ~ a c hbc   2xb ~ c  @hca

+Hab x
b ~ a ~  
u c @vh

c  
_H
2
~ v ~ a 
u  @vh
a
  Hbc xc ~ v ~ a b  @vha
@H
2
~  
 @2vh

   @(Hab xb ~ v)  @vha   @(Hab ~ v u)hba + ~  @(Hab xb  u) @vha
#
:
(3.26)
Although we have succeeded in giving an explicit formula for the descended vertex operator
on a plane wave background (something which, so far, has been impossible in ordinary string
theories), the result is a rather unwieldy expression. Indeed, one might worry that (3.26)
is so complicated that it is impossible to actually obtain tractable formulae for worldsheet
correlation functions | even at 3-points. Thankfully, this is not the case: many of the
terms appearing in (3.26) do not contribute to the worldsheet correlator at 3-points, and
one is left with a much more manageable operator to deal with.
3.3 3-point function
Using the vertex operators and the explicit representation for the graviton h, we want
to compute the 3-point worldsheet correlation function:
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i ; (3.27)
at genus zero,  = CP1. From (3.11) and the gauge condition hv = 0, it follows that
the xed vertex operator Vi does not contain any insertions of ~ u or  
v. This means that
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any insertions of ~ v or  
u appearing in U3 have no conjugate elds with which to Wick
contract in the correlator (3.27) due to normal ordering. Since ~ v(z3),  
u(z3) have no zero
modes at genus zero, it follows that all terms in U3 which are proportional to ~ v or  
u
cannot contribute to the 3-point correlator.
This drastically reduces the number of terms which need to be considered in the de-
scended vertex operator (3.26):
U !   h   ~   @h +  ~   @h + ~  ~    @@h
+
@H
2
~ a 
b @2vh
a
b : (3.28)
In fact, the term in the second line, proportional to @H, can also be discarded. Since there
are no  insertions in V1 or V2 which can contract with @H, it follows that H(X) can be
treated as a function of the zero-modes of the worldsheet eld X. These zero-modes are
constants on the worldsheet, and thus @H = 0. So for the 3-point function (3.27), one is
able to consider an `eective' descended vertex operator:
U e =   h
   ~   @h +  ~   @h + ~  ~    @@h ; (3.29)
with h given by (3.20).
The ghost sector of the correlation function decouples from the matter systems, so it
is easy to see that the worldsheet correlator reduces to:
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i = z
2
23 z
2
31
dz1 dz2 dz23
D
~  
h1(z1)
~  
h2(z2)U
e
3 (z3)
E ~  
X
;
(3.30)
where zij  zi   zj and h  i ~  X indicates a correlation function with respect to the (; X)
and ( ~ ; ) worldsheet systems. To evaluate the remaining correlation function, it is useful
to have explicit expressions for the (eective) vertex operators:
~   
 h =

" ~  " 
   i
k0
~ v  
u abab


 eik ; (3.31)
and
U e =

(")
2   i
k0
2v
~ v 
u ab   i" ( ~ aaK  +K ~  a a)
 K ~  " ~  " K  + ik0 ~ b aba " ~  " 
+ v 
bab "
 ~   
a  v bab ~ a " 


 eik ; (3.32)
where the curved-space polarization " and momentum K are as given in (3.21) and (3.23),
respectively.
Observe that in the remaining correlation function, the only v-dependence is in the
exponentials eik and takes the form exp(i
P3
r=1 kr 0v). This can be absorbed into the
exponential of the action in the remaining path integral:
S(;X) !
1
2
Z

 @X
 + 2i
3X
r=1
kr 0 v(z) 
2(z   zr) : (3.33)
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The path integral over v can now be done explicitly; the zero mode integral results in a
momentum conserving delta function (
P3
r=1 kr 0), while the integral over non-zero-modes
imposes an equation of motion on the conjugate eld v:
@v(z) = 2i
3X
r=1
kr 0 
2(z   zr)) v(z) = dz
3X
r=1
kr 0
z   zr : (3.34)
This allows us to replace every insertion of v in the correlator with the solution obtained
from (3.34). Similarly, there are no insertions of u anywhere in the remaining correlator;
performing the path integral over the non-zero-modes of u imposes @u = 0, reducing the
worldsheet eld u(z) to its constant zero mode everywhere.
This leaves (a; x
a) as the only elds of the (; X) system with non-zero-modes still
in play. The only a insertions appear in U
e
3 , while there is x
a-dependence lurking in the
polarization components "u or "
v as well as in the exponential factors. In the latter case,
conservation of the k0 momentum components (and the assumption that all three states
are incoming) reduces the exponential dependence on xa to:
exp
 
iEia x
a
3X
r=1
kr i
!
: (3.35)
At this point, the path integral over a can be done explicitly by taking all possible Wick
contractions. After also taking all possible contractions in the ( ~ ; ) system, the result is
the following rather unwieldy-looking expression (stripped of overall factors):

"1  "2
z12
2 
i
2X
r=1
"3Kr
zr3
!2
 

"1  "2
z12
2 
iab
2X
r=1
kr 0
a3
b
3
z2r3
!
+ 2i
"
"2  "3
z23

"1  "2
z12

"1 K3
z13
 
i
2X
r=1
"3 Kr
zr3
!
+ (1$ 2)
#
+ 2i

k3 0
"2  "3
z23

"1  "2
z12

b1ab
a
3
z213

+ (1$ 2)

+
"
"2  "3
z23

"2 K3
z23

"1 K3
z13

"1  "3
z13

 

"2  "3
z23
2"1 K3
z13
2
+ (1$ 2)
#
  2
" 
i
2X
r=1
Krv
zr3
!
"1  "2
z12

"2  "3
z23

b1
a
3
z13
ab + (1$ 2)
#
+ i k3 0
"
"2  "3
z23
2 a1b1ab
z213
 

"2  "3
z23

"1  "3
z13

a1
b
2ab
z13z23
+ (1$ 2)
#
 

"1  "2
z12
2a3b3
k3 0
ab
 2X
r=1
Krv
zr3
!2
+ i
"
a2
b
2
k2 0
ab
k3
2
0
z223

"1  "3
z13
2
+ (1$ 2)
#
: (3.36)
This expression can be considerably simplied by performing the path integral over the
remaining xa zero modes, which results in d  2 additional delta functions and a Jacobian
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factor:
d 2
 
3X
r=1
kr i
!
jEj ; (3.37)
where jEj is the determinant of the vielbein Eai .
On the support of these delta functions, and utilizing the identities
Kr  "s =
(
0 if r = s
Ei a

kr 0
ks i
ks 0
s a   kr is a

otherwise
; (3.38)
"r  "s =
(
0 if r = s
 r  s otherwise ; (3.39)
the contribution (3.36) can be massaged into a much more palatable form:
1
z223z
2
31
h
("1  "2 "3 K2 + "2  "3 "1 K3 + "1  "3 "2 K1)2   ik1 0k2 0k3 0 ab Ca Cb
i
; (3.40)
where
Ca := "2  "3 1 a
k1 0
+ "1  "3 2 a
k2 0
+ "1  "2 3 a
k3 0
; (3.41)
encodes a `correction' to the tensor structure of the 3-point function in at space-time.
These manipulations leave us with:D
~  
h1(z1)
~  
h2(z2)U
e
3 (z3)
E ~  
X
=
d 1
 
3X
r=1
kr
!
dz1 dz2 dz
2
3
z223z
2
31

Z
dupjEj
h
("1  "3K1  "2 + cyclic)2  i k1 0k2 0k3 0 abCaCb
i
 exp
 
iF ij
3X
s=1
ks iks j
2ks 0
!
; (3.42)
where
d 1
 
3X
r=1
kr
!
:= 
 
3X
r=1
kr 0
!
d 2
 
3X
r=1
kr i
!
;
encodes all of the delta functions resulting from zero mode integrations. Taking into account
the ghost contributions from (3.30), it follows that all dependence on the vertex operator
locations zi drops out (as required for Mobius invariance of the worldsheet correlator on
 = CP1), leaving
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i = d 1
 
3X
r=1
kr
! Z
dupjEj
h
("1  "3K1  "2 + cyclic)2
 i k1 0k2 0k3 0 abCaCb
i
exp
 
iF ij
3X
s=1
ks iks j
2ks 0
!
: (3.43)
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The right-hand side of this expression is equal to the 3-point amplitude for (incoming)
gravitons on a plane wave space-time [69].
The result of this calculation can be succinctly summarized as
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i =Mpw3 (h1; h2; h3) ; (3.44)
whereMpw3 (h1; h2; h3) is the 3-point amplitude for graviton scattering on a sandwich plane
wave metric. This demonstrates that the type II ambitwistor string encodes the correct
interactions for gravity on non-trivial backgrounds in a practical way: the 3-point ampli-
tude is obtained as a worldsheet correlation function with no reference whatsoever to a
space-time action or Lagrangian. Furthermore, the correct linearised external states are
automatically encoded by the ambitwistor string's BRST cohomology.
4 Heterotic model on a gauge eld plane wave background
Plane wave gauge elds are the gauge theory analogues of plane wave metrics. The class of
such background gauge elds we consider here are highly symmetric solutions of the Yang-
Mills equations valued in the Cartan of the gauge group [69]. As such, they are consistent
backgrounds for the heterotic ambitwistor string. Like gravitational plane waves, all of the
higher curvature invariants (e.g., F 2, F 3) of a plane wave gauge eld vanish, which makes
them candidate solutions to the gauge sector of the equations of motion of heterotic or
type I string theory, although (to our knowledge) this fact has not been explored in the
literature.
Unlike conventional string theory on a gauge eld background, we saw in section 2.3
that the heterotic ambitwistor string remains a free worldsheet CFT. In this section we
consider the quantization of the heterotic ambitwistor string on a plane wave gauge eld
background, deriving vertex operators in the xed and descended pictures from the BRST
cohomology and computing 3-point functions explicitly. Once more, we nd that the 3-
point correlation functions on the Riemann sphere reproduce the known results for 3-point
gluon scattering on a plane wave gauge theory background.
4.1 Plane wave gauge elds & scattering
A plane wave gauge eld in `Einstein-Rosen gauge' is one which manifests a symmetry
algebra analogous to that of a plane wave metric in Einstein-Rosen coordinates. While
this can be dened for generic gauge group, we restrict our attention to plane wave gauge
elds valued in the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge group. With this restriction, a plane
wave gauge eld is given by
A =  Aa(u) dxa ; (4.1)
in the coordinates ds2 = 2dudv   dxadxa of Minkowski space. In further analogy with
the gravitational case, a `Brinkmann gauge' version of the eld is obtained by a gauge
transformation of (4.1), namely A! A + d(xaAa), resulting in:
A = xa _Aa du : (4.2)
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As the choice of terminology suggests, the Brinkmann gauge encodes the non-trivial portion
of the eld strength algebraically,
F dX
 ^ dX = _Aadxa ^ du : (4.3)
For this reason (and for others that arise later), we chose to work in this Brinkmann gauge.
It is easy to see that (4.3) satises the (abelian) Yang-Mills equations.
The same subtleties that arose when considering the denition of the S-matrix on a
plane wave metric background occur for plane wave background gauge elds. The resolution
is identical: to obtain a well-dened scattering problem, one restricts to sandwich plane
wave gauge elds, for which _Aa(u) is non-vanishing only for u1  u  u2. This enables a
sensible denition of in- and out-states. Furthermore, it can be shown that the evolution
problem is unitary and there is no particle creation [69].
As in the gravitational case, momentum eigenstates in the in-region of the sandwich
plane wave will not propagate to momentum eigenstates in the out-region, due to the
gauge theoretical memory eect. To avoid any of the complications associated with this
fact (which don't change the substance of the results, as in the gravitational case), we
restrict our attention to the scattering of in-states only.
4.2 Worldsheet model and vertex operators
On a plane wave gauge eld background, the heterotic ambitwistor string is anomaly free,
up to a conformal anomaly which can be eliminated with an appropriate choice of gauge
group and is, in any case, irrelevant for our purposes at genus zero. The currents G and H
of the heterotic ambitwistor string, given by (2.26){(2.27), take the form
G = 	   	u xb _Aab ja ; (4.4)
H =      2v xb _Aab ja + 2	b 	u _Aab ja : (4.5)
Note that there are no terms proportional to worldsheet derivatives in H, since the back-
ground gauge eld obeys @A = 0 in Brinkmann gauge.
Equipped with the explicit BRST operator Q and the free worldsheet OPEs, we can
investigate the vertex operators in the BRST cohomology. We restrict our attention to
vertex operators in the NS sector which should correspond to small perturbations of the
background gauge eld (i.e., gluons). Such vertex operators can appear with picture num-
ber  1 or zero. The former are xed vertex operators; a natural ansatz for such a vertex
operator is:
V = c ~c () 	 aa j
a ; (4.6)
where a is a function of X
 alone, chosen to obey av = 0. Note that although the
background gauge eld is valued in the Cartan subalgebra, this vertex operator carries
generic colour charge with respect to the gauge group.
Since V has zero conformal weight, the only non-trivial constraints on the Q-closure of
the ansatz (4.6) come from double poles between the currents G, H and the vertex operator.
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The relevant OPEs are easily seen to be:
G(z) 	aaj
a(w)    @
aa j
a
(z   w)2 +
1
z   w (   ) ; (4.7)
and
H(z) 	aaj
a(w)  	
 ja
(z   w)2
h
@@
aa + 2f
abc xb _Abb @va
c

+2fabc u
_Ac b abb
i
+
1
z   w (   ) : (4.8)
Vanishing of the double pole (4.7) enforces the Lorenz gauge condition @a = 0, and
vanishing of the double pole (4.8) imposes the linearized Yang-Mills equation for a on the
plane wave background in Lorenz gauge. Therefore, QV = 0 for a xed vertex operator of
the form (4.6) enforces precisely the conditions for V to represent a gluon in Lorenz gauge
with av = 0 propagating on the plane wave gauge eld background.
One can now ask for an explicit representative of a analogous to a momentum eigen-
state in at space. Such a wavefunction can be obtained from a gauge-covariant spin raising
process acting on solutions to the charged wave equation on the plane wave background.
The key ingredient is the function
~k = k0 v + (ka + eAa) x
a +
f(u)
2 k0
; (4.9)
where (k0; ka) are d  1 constants parametrizing the momenta, e is the charge of the gluon
with respect to the background gauge eld under the Cartan of the gauge group, and
f(u) :=
Z u
ds (ka + eAa(s)) (k
a + eAa(s)) : (4.10)
Note that Aa is not gauge-invariant: the addition of a constant preserves the eld strength.
We take an in-state representation for which Aa = 0 in the in-region of the sandwich plane
wave (i.e., u < u1) but Aa 6= 0 as u ! +1 even though the eld strength vanishes in the
out region.
The gluon a is then constructed from ~k as [69]:
aa = T
a ~" e
i ~k ; (4.11)
with the generator Ta of the gauge group encoding the colour charge, and the polarization
given by
~"dX
 = ~a

dxa +
1
k0
(ka + eAa)du

: (4.12)
Here, ~a is a constant vector in d   2 dimensions, encoding the polarization information.
The natural local null momentum associated with the gluon is
K dX
 :=  ie i ~k D ei ~k dX
= k0 dv +
1
2 k0
(ka + eAa)(k
a + eAa)du+ (ka + eAa)dx
a : (4.13)
It is straightforward to verify that K~" = 
KK = 0.
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The descended gluon vertex operator (i.e., the picture number zero version of V ) can
be obtained by isolating contributions to the simple pole between G and V or equivalently
by linearizing the constraint H. The resulting vertex operator is given by:
c ~cU = c ~c ja
h
 a
a  	 	 @aa   fabc xa _Aba 	u 	 ac
i
: (4.14)
Unlike the descended graviton vertex operator on a plane wave metric (3.26), this gluon
vertex operator contains only one additional term relative to its at space counterpart.
The third term, proportional to _Aa, ensures that the resulting operator is covariant with
respect to the background gauge eld.
4.3 3-point function
The xed and descended vertex operators can now be used to compute the 3-point corre-
lation function on the Riemann sphere,
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i ; (4.15)
using (4.11) for an explicit representation of the incoming gluon. In order for the colour
structure to produce a non-vanishing result, the sum of charges for the vertex operators
under the background gauge eld must vanish: e1 + e2 + e3 = 0.
The ghost and current algebra portions of the correlator are easily evaluated, leaving
an eective correlator:
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i = tr (T1T2T3) z23 z31p
dz1 dz2 dz3

D
	~"1(z1) 	~"2(z2) (~"3 	K3 	~"3) (z3) ei( ~1+~2+~3)
E		
X
:
(4.16)
The remaining correlator does not contain any insertions of u (since ~"
u = 0) so all u-
dependence is immediately reduced to zero modes. This means that there are no Wick
contractions into the u-dependent components of momenta K or polarizations ~", or into
the u-dependent terms appearing in the exponential through ~k. Since the u-dependence
is totally relegated to zero mode integrations, the remaining fermion correlator can be seen
to have the exact same structure as the 3-point function in at space (cf., [41]).
With this in mind, it is easy to see that the remaining correlation function is reduced to:
2i tr (T1T2T3) 
d 1
 
3X
r=1
kr
!Z
du [~"1  ~"3 K1  ~"2 + cyclic] exp
 
i
3X
r=1
fr(u)
2 kr 0
!
; (4.17)
with the d 1 delta functions emerging after performing the zero mode integrals over v and
xa. As expected, this is precisely the 3-point amplitude for gluon scattering on a gauge
eld plane wave background [69]:
hV1(z1)V2(z2) c(z3)~c(z3)U3(z3)i = Apw3 (a1; a2; a3) : (4.18)
So the heterotic ambitwistor string correctly encodes the interactions of gauge theory on a
curved background, with the appropriate linear perturbations (i.e., gluons) emerging from
the worldsheet BRST cohomology.
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5 Discussion
The work of [67] showed that ambitwistor strings can be consistently dened on a type II
supergravity background. This suggested that it might be possible to calculate amplitudes
on such backgrounds following an extension of the at space strategy. We have seen here
that this does indeed turn out to be the case on a plane wave background at three points.
We have similarly seen that the heterotic ambitwistor model is again consistent on an
abelian gauge background and that nonabelian gluon scattering can be correctly computed
on plane wave analogues of such backgrounds. The results are all checked against the three
point amplitudes on plane wave backgrounds as computed in [69].
There are many further directions to explore. The rst perhaps is to go to higher
numbers of points. The computations of [69] were limited to three points because the
propagator would be needed at four points, and that was not available in simple enough
form. In terms of the ambitwistor string in at space-time, the new phenomenon at four
points is the appearance of integrated vertex operators. These incorporate the scattering
equations. To take the calculations in this paper to four points we will therefore need
to introduce some analogue of scattering equations on a curved background. If this is
successful, they will eectively encode the propagators.
Another natural direction to consider is other backgrounds, such as (anti-) de Sitter, or
black-hole or brane space-times. These oer dierent challenges, with more sophisticated
global issues to be addressed already in the space-time version of the calculations. In the
(anti-) de Sitter case, the background is not actually a vacuum solution with respect to the
equations of motion arising in the RNS-like formulation of the ambitwistor string used here.
Ostensibly, AdS backgrounds would require a manifestly supersymmetric worldsheet model,
such as the pure spinor formalism, where the scalar curvature of the background (times a
compact space) is supported by Ramond-Ramond ux. While there has been some progress
in describing the pure spinor ambitwistor string on such backgrounds (cf. [62, 88, 89]),
there is currently no formulation which is quantum mechanically consistent as a worldsheet
theory. If these issues could be resolved, then it would enable computations akin to the
ones performed in this paper on (A)dS background geometries.
A further direction is to take more seriously the fact that ambitwistor strings have
target ambitwistor space. We should therefore construct the curved ambitwistor spaces
more explicitly for the curved backgrounds under consideration. We must then learn how
to quantize ambitwistor strings for amplitude calculations in such backgrounds.
A separate question is whether the heterotic ambitwistor model is consistent on a
non-Abelian background. Our preliminary calculations indicate that this is not simply the
case. This is perhaps because of nontrivial couplings to the R2 gravity theories that those
models give rise to. It would be interesting to resolve this issue.
A key theme of [69] was the extent to which the double copy relationship between
gravity and Yang-Mills amplitudes, as expressed for example in colour/kinematics dual-
ity [90], survives in curved space. The answer was that this is indeed the case with suitable
modications. However, the curved space formulation of ambitwistor strings in [67] was
not expressed in such a way that the double copy is apparent. Finding a version of the
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ambitwistor string which manifests the double copy relationship on a curved background
would provide further evidence that colour/kinematics duality persists in a useful way on
non-trivial backgrounds.
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